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Abstract—   As the size of the cloud computing resources and services increases, it is difficult to handle load balancing due to 

computational cost and time. Since, most of the cloud service providers have their own type, type and price policies for 

computing resources, including other service features. Since, computational time and memory of the existing cloud scheduling 

models are not efficient in realtime cloud environment .The load balance between cloud resources ensures an efficient utilization 

of the physical infrastructure while minimizing runtime However, the main problem to the cloud service provider's is optimizing 

cloud service parameters such as reliability, flexibility, time limits and the task refusal rate. In order to overcome the cloud 

resource allocation and scheduling problems a novel cloud resource allocation and load balancer framework is used to improve 

the cloud allocation issues. Experimental results proved that the present load-balancing model has better performance than the 

traditional load balancing approaches on various cloud resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Now-a-days, scheduling of computing resources has become the major concern of different research scientists. It has the basic 

objective of reducing the task completion time significantly. In case of supercomputers, multi-processor scheduling involves 

different numbers of parallel processors having equivalent capacity. Apart from this, the data source is required to be centralized 

and interlinked with the help of a high speed channel among various processors. In the above scenario, the activities can transfer 

messages easily and more quickly. Computer networks involve clusters of homogeneous computers in order to behave just like a 

multiprocessor computer having distributed data sources.  Along with the latest advancements of computer networks, the 

connecting links in between various computing entities have become faster. Here we can mention that, the latest applications 

require extended bandwidth, large storage and exchange of huge volumes of data. There are two important applications such as, 

multimedia and e-Science hose require huge volume of data. It is very much necessary to achieve better performance and quality 

of service.  Now-a-days, the popularity of customized, high quality products along with quick delivery is forcing different 

organizations to upgrade their traditional production process. Hence, latest management and control systems can be implemented 

in order to achieve better efficiency, robustness, responsiveness, agility and re-configurability. The enhancement of sustainability 

and maintainability of manufacturing processes has become the prime concern of various researchers presently. Therefore, 

implementation of cloud services is very much beneficial. The process of digital transformation or digitization can be defined as a 

specific kind of process in which the interaction among physical and informal entities exists. The complete process of digital 

manufacturing can also be defined as a combination of supply, production and delivery within a networked organization. 

Presently, cloud platforms are considered as the most cost efficient platforms and these are suitable for numbers of different real 

world applications just like engineering and scientific applications.  These above said applications mostly involve numbers of 

different processes or tasks in order to construct a workflow. These workflows are represented by Directed-Acyclic Graph. In a 

workflow diagram, different tasks are interlinked through directed edges in order to represent the data dependency among various 

tasks. These constraints are known as precedence constraints. Every individual task is executed by considering the starting data 

inserted through workflow or data inserted through the parent tasks. Basically, tasks of a particular workflow are mostly 

scheduled in nature. These tasks are usually executed in the distributed form across multiple processing elements without 

violating precedence constraints. 

Since last decade, the media streaming services have become more popular on internet. There exist very high demands of 

dynamic videos from all over the world. As compared to the conventional large server clusters, geo-distributed clouds are more 

scalable and feasible in nature. Hence, geo-distributed clouds are considered as the perfect solution. The major objective of cloud 

is to dynamically composing and optimizing the necessary services at lower costs which is not at all possible in case of dedicated 

servers. Most of the media service providers implemented cloud computing as a large-scale content distribution infrastructure 

because of the elasticity in case of dynamic resource management process. The service providers usually set up various data 

centers at different places. The media streaming system has the responsibility to provide better services near to the actual 

customers. In case of static contents, content delivery networks are the better and feasible option as compared to cloud. Most of 

the latest CDN follow the pay-as-you-go pricing schemes. Hence, the service provider is only required to pay for whatever they 
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have downloaded. But in case of dynamic contents, cloud based systems is the best option. If the contents are both static and 

dynamic, in that case, there is a necessity of hybrid model.  

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds have the responsibility to provide the computing ability as a service to the customers. It 

also follows the basic rule of pay-per-use. Hence we can mention here that, very complicated and large execution environments 

can be deployed on cloud without establishing their own infrastructure. Presently, clouds are present on the industrial ICT 

ecosystems. Apart from the above, public administrations and research organizations are also using cloud. The usage of cloud is 

increasing in the domain of scientific computing and research works. We can execute various non-transient tasks on cloud. In 

other words we can mention that, it is possible to run virtual laboratories, virtual databases, and so on. These can be strongly 

coupled with the complex execution environments. In case of the conventional computing schemes just like batch systems or grid 

computing, the OS is usually imposed and all of the tools are needed to be managed properly outside the infrastructure.  

All the resources in case of cloud computing are usually shared among various cloud clients with the help of virtualization theory. 

Virtualization technology is considered as the most important technology of data cloud centers which permits the dynamic sharing 

of physical resources. It also allows various applications to be executed in various platforms known as virtual machines. The 

quality of service can be enhanced with the help of this above mentioned virtualization theory.  

By implementing the virtualization theory, maximum resource utilization and minimum power consumption can be obtained.  

Information leakage and malicious alteration of sensitive data are considered as two important problems during the process of 

application deployment within a cloud. Security and performance are considered as the primary concern of every individual 

customer. Hence, there is necessity of secure and immediate data transfer and storage. We can mention here that, cloud is a 

combination of different interconnected computers and it has multiple united computing resources. With the growing popularity 

of cloud computing, customers can get high quality services all over the world. Clouds do provide computational and storage 

services on the basis of pay-per-use rule.  

Presently, the most popular and widely acceptable internet-based model is no doubt cloud computing. It can provide access to 

shared pool of configurable assets on-request. These accesses can be provided and discharged with the providers’ cooperation. 

Here we can mention here that, all applications can be executed on a virtual platform and each individual resource is distributed in 

between different virtual machines. Because of the resource parallelization, the utilization of CPU resources can be reduced to a 

great extent. As we all know if the tasks are not scheduled appropriately, then the performance can be degraded significantly. The 

process of scheduling plays important role in the domain of cloud computing. There is necessity of an algorithm in order to plan 

the task along with greatest evaluated gain. The computing ability of the distributed systems depends upon the costs of the 

resource utilized. Several distributed computing administrative tasks just like stockpiling and data transfer are quite simple to 

manage and these are helpful in order to reduce the costs.  In case of clusters, there exists comparatively slow communication 

channel among processors. Therefore, the data communication process becomes more costly as compared to the supercomputers. 

There have been extensive amount of research works carried out in the field of scheduling in distributed computer systems. Along 

with the latest advancements of computer networks, the connecting links in between various computing entities have become 

faster. Here we can mention that, the latest applications require extended bandwidth, large storage and exchange of huge volumes 

of data. There are two important applications such as, multimedia and e-Science hose require huge volume of data. It is very much 

necessary to achieve better performance and quality of service.  

Presently, large numbers of complex data streams are generated by different applications just like multimedia, social media, 

Internet of Things and social dispersed computing. In order to resolve the issues and support large scale data processing, different 

methodologies are adopted that supports the concepts of parallelism and big data. Most of these applications are implemented in 

cloud or multi-cloud environment. Cloud has virtually unlimited storage and computation resources which can be provided to any 

customer on demand. Mostly, the cloud customers want to decrease their expenses and delays through combination of privately 

owned systems with external public infrastructure. Again we can also state that, the cloud customers are more willing to enhance 

the process of resource utilization and throughput along with their monetary profits. Hence,  in order to determine different cost-

effective solutions and obtain the required service levels, scheduling of cloud resources is very vital. Cloud computing is the 

special domain which is more popular as compared to the distributed and grid computing. It involves the concepts of resource 

virtualization which is the most attractive feature of cloud. The term “computing” means the execution of different tasks on 

various virtual machines in order to carry out the process of efficient execution. With the growth of information and technology, 

the computational power of networks are also enhancing every day. The cloud behaves just like a repository of resources 

providing the customers with broader range of capabilities and computation facilities such as storage, processing, extraction and 

retrieval of the information. Apart from this, we can manage large numbers of heterogeneous tasks in order to generate better 

access. Basically, the pay-as-you-go or pay-as-you-use schemes are followed in cloud in order to access resources.  

According to a recent survey, we can mention here that, we can get resource and task scalability, on time resource execution, 

dynamic provisioning, fault tolerance and interoperability of the resources from cloud. Apart from these, it has the responsibility 

to dynamically allocate cloudlets or tasks to the virtual machines. By implementing the load scheduling algorithm on cloud, 

dynamic allocation can be obtained easily and efficiently. It has the responsibility to achieve optimized throughput, reduced 
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amount of execution and waiting time, reduced transfer time and decreased computational costs. The process of virtual machine 

scheduling and utilization is an emerging issue of distributed computing which can be categorized under the category of NP-

Hard/NP-Complete problem. Cloud computing is considered as the most important technology of distributed environment that 

includes different data centers, servers, virtual machines, load balancers, and so on. All of these above mentioned entities are 

interlinked in a specific manner. Additionally, it can manage different other operations just like storage and extraction of 

documents, sharing of multimedia, lending the related resources on a pay-as-you-go model, etc. in future, additional research 

efforts can be performed in order to improve Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) based cloud platform. Therefore, it is very much 

necessary to resolve the above mentioned issues. As all of these schemes are categorized under the category of NP-hard or NP-

complete, we should give emphasis on the appropriate scheduling of virtual machines.Because of the flexibility and elasticity 

characteristics, the popularity of cloud computing is growing day by day. Large quantities of data are generated every day. Hence, 

it is very much difficult to handle and control those data efficiently. The healthcare domain is getting very much benefitted 

because of the advancement of cloud computing. This domain needs vast amount of resources. The healthcare industry is required 

to be automated in order to cope with the latest trends. Purchase and deploy high-end computer system for various jobs are very 

costly. All of these above mentioned issues can be resolved through the implementation of cloud technology.  

 

Presently, cloud environments are used in order to deploy and execute various software applications more specifically FOSS-

based applications. The above mentioned applications can include different cloud components in order to use resources. 

Horizontal and vertical elasticity is considered as the most attractive property of the SaaS level provided by cloud. Virtual 

elasticity has the responsibility to either increase or decrease the software resources abilities. On the other hand, horizontal 

elasticity has the responsibility to replicate or eliminate software instances. In case of globalized online services, large numbers of 

customers request are processed daily. The prime objective of application service provider is to process large numbers of requests 

in order to satisfy quality of service. Cloud computing is implemented in order to result decreased amount of IT expenses. 

Application service provider usually rent resources from various data centers in heterogeneous clouds. All of these data centers 

may be included within various cloud computing service providers. Basically, the nearest data center provides better quality of 

service. The cloud has the responsibility to offer resources on demand. It may require small amount of time to initiate a new 

virtual machine in order to satisfy the computing requirements. The existing computing resources are not capable to match the 

current demand. In case of highly dynamic resources, two major issues often arise, those are:- resource insufficiency and resource 

overload.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

H. Jiang, J. Yi, S. Chen and X. Zhu presented a multi-objective scheme in order to carry out the process of task scheduling and 

resource allocation in cloud-based disassembly [16]. There are certain manufacturers who do outsource the disassembly tasks to 

various professional organizations. Every individual organization has its own spec1ifications for the disassembly. Various kinds 

of disassembly facilities are integrated in order to execute different disassembly tasks. In this piece of research work, they 

presented a new cloud-based disassembly process in order to abstract the capability of the disassembly organization. After that, 

the disassembly resource is allocated to the tasks. Depending upon the above mentioned concepts, a new cloud-based disassembly 

system is presented. It is responsible for providing disassembly services based on the users’ requirement. There are two major 

objectives of this system, those are:- decreasing the estimated total makespan and decreasing the estimated total expenses.  

S. Jlassi, A. Mammar, I. Abbassi and Md. Graiet emphasized on efficient cloud resource allocation in case of different FOSS 

applications [17]. The cloud computing technology is used to construct demand free open source software (FOSS) applications. 

Because of the insufficient formal descriptions of previously developed traditional FOSS applications, the correctness of cloud 

resources management is not verified. The prime objective of this research paper is to introduce a formal definition in order to 

verify the correctness and consistency of cloud resource allocation. They have presented a new cloud resource allocation model 

with the help of event-B scheme.  The verification process of correctness and consistency can be divided into two important 

phases, those are:-  

1. The ProB model verifier has the responsibility to identify the most obvious errors and validate the event-B scheme. 

2. After that, a proof activity is carried out in order to discharge the produced proof obligations. It has the responsibility to verify 

the correctness of the scheme.  

G. Kaur, A. Bala and I. Chana proposed an intelligent regressive ensemble technique in order to predict resource usage in cloud 

computing [18]. 

A. A. Khan, M. Zakarya and R. Khan introduced energy-aware dynamic resource management scheme in case of elastic cloud 

data centres [19]. The placement procedure of on-demand applications on heterogeneous machines is considered as the major 

issue. There are numbers of different approaches those are only beneficial for reducing the energy consumption of a particular 

machine.These methods can’t be implemented in order to obtain power optimization in High Performance Computing (HPC) 

systems. In this piece of research work, different resource management approaches are discussed. They have also suggested 

different heuristic techniques in order to optimise energy consumption and performance in elastic datacenters. 
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W. Kong, et.al, Ma introduced a new virtual machine resource scheduling technique for cloud computing-based on auction 

mechanism [20].  

Y. C. Lee, et.al, on the resource-efficient workflow scheduling in clouds [21]. Because of the inefficient resource utilization 

during the execution of scientific workflows, there is need of an effective solution. In this research paper, they have identified the 

issue of resource-efficient workflow scheduling. They have introduced Maximum Effective Reduction (MER) scheme.  

F. Li, et.al, developed a new two-level multi-task scheduling scheme in a cloud manufacturing environment [22]. In case of a 

cloud manufacturing environment, the issue of scheduling multiple heterogeneous tasks is very complicated. There exist various 

kinds of functional requirements during the tasks submission and there also exist the associated complications. Initially, it is 

subdivided into fine grained subtasks along with their precedence relationship. It is advisable to complete every individual task 

within the shortest time without any delay. On the contrary, in case of the cloud environment, every individual task is required to 

be completed as soon as possible. It is essential to schedule all subtasks from various heterogeneous tasks in order to enhance the 

advantages. In this research work, an advanced two-level multi-task scheduling scheme is presented. We can conclude here that, 

this scheme is more efficient as compared to the classical single-level scheme.  

W. Lin, et.al, introduced an advanced heuristic task scheduling approach that depends upon sever power efficiency model [23]. 

The energy conservation in cloud datacenters has become the prime concern of various researchers. In this research paper, they 

have introduced a new power efficiency model for cloud servers. By implementing the above presented model, they used server 

power efficiency in order to assist the task scheduling process. They have presented a new heuristic task scheduling scheme in 

order to optimize energy conservation in cloud. This algorithm involves various multiple key factors just like task resource needs, 

server power efficiency model and performance degradation to decrease system energy consumption along with improved 

performance. This algorithm results very low time and space complexity along with enhanced global searching capability.  

Y. Liu, W. Wei and R. Zhang introduced an effective differential evolution scheme for stochastic demand-oriented resource 

placement in heterogeneous clouds [24]. In case of geographically dispersed online services, users send request from any place. 

Depending upon the distributed cloud environment, the service provider is required to identify the optimal resource placement in 

order to enhance the revenue under constraints. Demand stochasticity and pricing heterogeneity are two vital factors those 

influence the problem’s complexity to a great extent. In order to resolve the above mentioned issue, they have presented an 

effective differential evolution method for stochastic demand-oriented resource placement. In future, this approach can be 

modified and extended in order to achieve better performance.  

Y. Lu, C. Lin, K. Lai, M. Tsai, Y. Wu, H. Chang and K. Huang focused on service deployment and scheduling in order to 

enhance the performance of composite cloud services [25]. The advancement of cloud computing have influenced the 

development and usage of software significantly. On the other hand, it also raised different research problems. In this piece of 

research work, they have discussed two important problems, those are:- service deployment and service request scheduling.They 

have proposed an advanced load-aware service deployment technique for dynamic workload. Again, they have introduced another 

service request scheduling scheme depending upon the concepts of tasks ranking mechanisms. The above presented technique is 

capable enough to enhance the overall execution performance. 

S. H. H. Madni, et.al, introduced a new resource scheduling algorithm for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in Cloud Computing 

[26]. The process of resource scheduling has the responsibility to assign the most appropriate task to the CPU, network, and 

storage. The prime objective of this algorithm is the extreme usage of resources. It is very much necessary to develop a proper 

scheduling mechanism for both cloud users and cloud service providers. In this research paper, they have analysed various 

resource scheduling techniques and classified them depending upon the problem. The parameters used during the evaluation 

process also play very important role. According to a recent survey, we can mention here that, most of the pre-existing approaches 

never include vital parameters those are very much required to enhance the performance. In the subsequent time, further research 

works can be performed in order to extend this technique.  

L. Mao, et.al, proposed a new mulit-resource task scheduling technique for energy-performance trade-offs in green clouds [27]. 

Most of the previously developed task scheduling approaches emphasize on either energy conservation or improving 

performance. With the advancements of cloud computing, the users’ requirements are becoming more complicated and 

diversified. This research work includes two important schemes, those are:- a time-aware scheme and an energy-aware scheme. 

Both of these schemes are developed to work on the heterogeneous environment. In the next phase, they integrated both of these 

schemes in order to build a new scheme and termed it as Energy-Performance Trade-Off Multi-Resource Cloud Task Scheduling 

scheme. Users are allowed to handle and control both energy and performance of cloud system through tuning the probability 

parameter α. This approach has the prime objective to decrease energy consumption and also decrease the completion time.  

S. K. Panda, et.al, introduced an advanced pair-wise task scheduling approach in the cloud computing environment [28]. In cloud 

computing, task scheduling process plays very important role.All the scheduling algorithms have the basic objective to form an 

appropriate scheduling plan for all of the tasks. According to most of the researchers, task scheduling is considered as NP-

complete problem and it has the primary goal to result minimum execution time. In this piece of research work, they have 

introduced a new pair-based task scheduling scheme. The above presented technique completely depends upon an optimization 

scheme known as Hungarian algorithm. It includes an unequal number of tasks and clouds. It makes pairs of tasks in order to take 

any scheduling decision.  
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V. Priya, et.al, presented a  new resource scheduling scheme along with load balancing for cloud service provisioning [29]. In 

order to carry out the process of virtualized file sharing in cloud, the scheduling and load balancing processes are very important. 

Both of the above mentioned processes are required to be executed in an optimized manner. In order to achieve better load 

balancing and quality of service provisioning, scalable traffic management scheme is introduced. But, there exist numbers of 

different limitations in case of multidimensional resource allocation. Therefore, it is very much essential to develop an efficient 

resource scheduling in order to perform resource optimization. The major goal of this approach is to merge the process of 

resource scheduling along with load balancing. The use of virtual machines is increased with proper load balancing through 

dynamic selection of request with the help of Multidimensional Queuing Load Optimization scheme. Underutilization and 

overutilization of resources can be avoided through implementation of this approach.  

P. Salza and F. Ferrucci emphasized on speeding up genetic algorithms in the cloud using software containers [30]. Because of 

scalability problems, genetic algorithms cannot be implemented in case of real world problems. Parallel computation is 

considered as the best option to resolve this issue. But in case of parallel computation, the overhead for communication is very 

high. They have introduced an optimized genetic algorithm in the form of a cloud-based application. The basic concepts of this 

approach depend upon master/ slave model. They devised conceptual workflow including the distribution phase, actual 

deployment and execution phase. In future, additional research works are needed to be carried out in order to modify and extend 

this above presented approach.  

 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Improved PSO for optimal feature selection 

Initializing particles with cloud services,  number of iterations, velocity, number of particles etc. 

Compute hybrid velocity and position for each particle  in ‘d’ dimensions using the following equations 
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1 2 3 mp p p p p{ , , ... }represents  the set of physical machines in cloud environment.        

2) 
1 2 3 NC C C C C{ , , ... }represents  the set of data centres with resources in cloud environment.      
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Where NBW: Network bandwidth, PROTO: PROTOCOL, ACCPOLI: Access policies. 
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For each physical machine PM(
p ), the Boolean bit vector 

j j1 j2 j3 jrB {B ,B ,B .....B } , 
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jr VMj pr

jr

B 1 if  assigns .

B 0 otherwise

  


 

Similarly the status of physical machine is denoted by { PBm} where  

PBm=1 
iVM VM mi 1(  / B )    

In this optimized model, inertia weight is computed as 

max current max max min
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min

max

(d,i) (I / I ).( )

: max inertia

: min  inertia

I : max  iteration

     



  

Step 3: Computing fitness value using ortho chaotic gauss randomization measure. 

In this proposed PSO model, a random value between 0 to 1 is selected using the following equation as 
2
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Proposed Objective Functions for Non-linear constraint programming: 

The objective function for the proposed resource optimization in cloud computing environment is given by  
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Energy Constraint:  
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 Energy consumption of computing resources such as job computation , server storage, server capacities can be computed 

using the power model. The linear relationship among the resource utilisation and power consumption is given as: 

 

   

 

i max i max i i
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max i

PU CPU P (CPU ) (1 ).P (CPU ).PU CPU

PU CPU

P (CPU ) is the maximum power utilisation of ith insta

 

nce , when the cloud server 
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α 

is the power utilisation of cloud instance .
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 i

   

s the fraction of scaling parameter to the idle server (0-1).

 

In multi-core cloud environment the total utilization of all cloud instances should be minimized using the constraint programming 

as 
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 Total power utilisation of al lthe cloud instances in the available data centre is given by 

     max i iP (CPU ) (1 )SPT U CPUP     

The energy consumption of all the cloud server over a time period T is given by 
T

i

0

TP TP(t) log(TP(t))dt 
  ----(3)

 

Proposed feature selection fitness measure is given as 
|F|

i

i 1
i 1 i 2

f

1 2 i

i

f

f

Fitness w .TP w .(1 )
N

where w , w R

f  is the flag value 1 or 0 . '1' represents selected service , '0' non-selected resource. 

N  represents number of  services.

  





 

Step 4: For each particle compute its fitness value and compute classification accuracy in the previous step. 

Step 5: Update particle velocity, position, global best and particle best according to the fitness value conditions. 

Step 6: This process is continuous until max iteration is reached. Otherwise go to step 2. 

The main objective of the proposed resource optimization model is to minimize the number of physical machine required to 

host all the instances. 

Algorithm Steps: 

1. Connect to cloud environment using credentials with available data centre zones. 

2. Initialization of ‘k1’ number of available data centre zones DC[]. 

3. Initialization of ‘k2’ number of physical machines PM[]. 

4. Initialization of ‘k3’ number of virtual instances VI[]. 

5. For each user request of instance VI[i]  

6. Do 

7. Search PM in the available data centres DC[]. 

8. Search for instance capacity and its properties in the physical machine PM[]. 

9. Check the optimization functions for the data centres, Physical machine, virtualmachines and energy computation using 

(1),(2),(3). 

10. Estimating the best servers using the proposed probability estimation formula. The minimum and maximum bound limits 

are used to decide the workload usage of each instance in the virtual machine as: 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For experimental results, homogeneous and heterogeneous virtual machines have been used that consist of five instances 

with specified number of resources and data. To compare the performance of the existing models with the proposed model, three 

metrics have been used to evaluate the load balancing, energy consumption and runtime of the virtual instances and available 

resources. For virtual machine, kernel based VM has been installed in each server node in cloud environment. Different operating 

systems such as Red hat linux, Centos, Windows etc are used to evaluate the performance of each virtual machine in the cloud 

environment. For experimental evaluation, Amazon aws cloud environment is used to test the optimial resource allocation and to 

test the efficiency of the proposed model to the existing models. All experimental results are performed using the Java 

programming environment with real-time amazon aws third party libraries. 

The initialization of the cloud instances and its resources are summarized below: 
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The complexity of proposed model to the existing models depends on the number of physical machines and virtual machines. In 

the experiments, different number of physical machines and virtual machines are used to measure the improved of the proposed 

model to the existing models. The maximum and minimum bound limits of the physical machines and virtual machines computed 

in the proposed model are listed in table 1 and table 2. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Computational analysis of proposed model based on different datasets 

 

Bounds CPU(Hz) RAM(MB) BANDWIDTH(Kbps) 

Lower bound 1500 1000 1500 

Upper bound 9500 9000 9000 

Table 1: Physical machine bound limits 

 

 

Bounds CPU(Hz) RAM(MB) BANDWIDTH(Kbps) 

Lower bound 350 400 200 

Upper bound 3500 3500 800 

Table 2: Virtual machine bound limits 
 

 

Table 3: Comparative analysis of resource allocation and runtime of the proposed model to the existing models. 

Model Avg Allocated Resources Runtime(ms) 

Papagianni et al, 2013 15 9743 

Buyya et.al, 2016 12 8475 

Jenning et.al, 2015 13 9164 

Poola et.al,   16 7935 

Multiobjective 9 7395 

 Loadbalancing model 9 7143 

Proposed Model 8 6983 
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Figure 2 : Comparative analysis of  runtime of the proposed model to the existing models. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, different load balancing  functions are integrated by using cloud optimization functions.  These models are designed 

and implemented to test the resource allocation using the available physical machines and virtual instances. Load balance can 

improve quality of service (QoS) measurements, including response time, cost, performance and use of resources. Since, most of 

the cloud service providers have their own type, type and price policies for computing resources, including other service features. 

Since, computational time and memory of the existing cloud scheduling models are not efficient in realtime cloud environment 

.The load balance between cloud resources ensures an efficient utilization of the physical infrastructure while minimizing runtime 

However, the main problem to the cloud service provider's is optimizing cloud service parameters such as reliability, flexibility, 

time limits and the task refusal rate. In order to overcome the cloud resource allocation and scheduling problems a novel cloud 

resource allocation and load balancer framework is used to improve the cloud allocation issues. Experimental results proved that 

the present load-balancing model has better performance than the traditional load balancing approaches on various cloud 

resources. 
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